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PRODUCT  BRIEF

SL is a San Francisco Bay Area-based software company that 
develops real-time monitoring, visualization and diagnostic 
software for Global 1000 and mid-market companies whose 
businesses depend on complex, high-performance 
applications. The company has deep expertise in monitoring 
and management of custom, distributed applications running 
in heterogeneous middleware environments. 

RTView Cloud is SL’s latest platform. It enables users to create 
and deploy beautiful custom visual applications driven by 
real-time data integrated from Cloud, IoT and on-premise 
platforms and applications as well as public APIs. Displays and 
dashboards are created via simple click-and-drag, with no 
programming, from any browser and can be easily embedded 
into other applications.

RTView Cloud’s DataServer, running in an OpenShift Container, 
enables users to collect and stream real-time data from their 
OpenShift environments for viewing and interaction with any 
RTView Cloud application with minimal configuration. Data 
lives securely in your OpenShift environment and is accessible 
by your browser.

Enable your customers to easily collaborate, 
create, and deploy beautiful custom visual 
applications driven by your real-time data in 
highly-dynamic OpenShift environments.

“With our collaborative work and the use of 
RedHat technology, Red Hat and SL together are
redefining the way the customer can access and 
interact with their real-time information enabling 
them to make better business decisions”  
says Ted Wilson, COO

“Customers are looking to migrate their 
applications to the cloud leveraging containers 
as the deployment model,” said Mike Werner, Sr. 
Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat. 
“Red Hat container certification assures a 
supportable platform for all types of customer 
deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work 
with software partners like SL Corporation, 
resulting in the world’s largest commercial 
ecosystem for containers.”
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Access to real-time information to enable better business decisions

Users can collaborate, create, and deploy visual applications quickly and 
with no programming

Reduce time to adopt containers and Red Hat OpenShift

Real-time data from multiple cloud platforms, container environments and 
legacy on-premise environments

RTView® Cloud is a hosted data visualization platform that connects to both public and private 
data streams and content repositories, allowing you to create, share and publish customized, 
real-time dashboards.  Provide answers to employees, customers, and suppliers – Anytime, 
Anywhere, on Any Device.
• IoT Platform Vendors

• Users requiring real-time information from multiple systems including:
 • IoT platforms
 • Cloud platforms
 • On-premise systems and applications
 • Middleware and IT Systems
 • Public and private data streams and APIs
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